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Abstract
We prove that any ergodic SL2(R)-invariant probability measure
on a stratum of translation surfaces satisfies strong regularity : the mea-
sure of the set of surfaces with two non-parallel saddle connections of
length at most 1, 2 is O(
2
1 · 22). We prove a more general theorem
which works for any number of short saddle connections. The proof
uses the multi-scale compactification of strata recently introduced by
Bainbridge-Chen-Gendron-Grushevsky-Mo¨ller and the algebraicity re-
sult of Filip.
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1 Introduction
A translation surface is a pair (M,ω), where M is a Riemann surface, and
ω is a holomorphic 1-form on M . This data determines a flat metric with
singular points at the zeros of ω. The collection of all translation surfaces
with the same genus and combinatorics of zeros form a stratum H, which
admits a natural SL2(R)-action.
Questions about the dynamics of the straight-line flow on individual
surfaces are intimately connected to dynamics of this SL2(R)-action on the
space of surfaces. The study of these dynamical systems has produced a
flourishing field of research, bringing together techniques from Teichmu¨ller
theory, ergodic theory, homogeneous dynamics, and algebraic geometry.
Measures µ on H that are invariant under the SL2(R)-action govern the
dynamics. This paper concerns the volume of sets of degenerating surfaces
with respect to any such (ergodic) invariant measure.
A saddle connection s is a geodesic segment on a translation surface that
connects two singular points (with no singular points in the interior). We
denote its length by |s|. Even the (complex) projectivized stratum PH is
non-compact; a sequence of translation surfaces escapes every compact set
iff there are saddle connections whose lengths go to zero. A corollary of our
main result is the following estimate on the volume of the set of surfaces
with multiple short saddle connections.
Theorem 1.1 (Strong regularity). Let H be any stratum of translation
surfaces, and let µ be any ergodic SL2(R)-invariant probability measure on
the unit area locus H1 ⊂ H. Let
L1,2 :={X ∈ H1 : X has non-parallel saddle connections s1, s2,
with |s1| < 1, |s2| < 2}.
Then
µ(L1,2) = O(
2
1 · 22),
where the implicit constant depends on µ.
Our proof establishes a new paradigm for exploring flat geometry us-
ing the recently constructed multi-scale compactification of strata (due to
Bainbridge-Chen-Gendron-Grushevsky-Mo¨ller [BCG+19]).
1.1 Previous work
We call the above property of the measure µ strong regularity. A substan-
tially weaker version of regularity was needed by Eskin-Kontsevich-Zorich
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[EKZ14] as a crucial technical assumption in their proof of a striking for-
mula relating sums of Lyapunov exponents of the Teichmu¨ller geodesic flow
to Siegel-Veech constants. This weaker form was proven by Avila-Matheus-
Yoccoz [AMY13] using an intricate hands-on argument. But the above
stronger theorem is the natural bound that one expects based on indepen-
dence heuristics.
Strong regularity has been proved for the Masur-Veech measure µMV
(whose support is all of H) by Masur-Smillie [MS91, proof of Theorem 10.3],
and for measures coming from rank 1 affine invariant manifolds by Nguyen
[Ngu12]. The natural analogue of the above for the locus of surfaces with
a single -short saddle connection is a volume bound of O(2). This bound
can be easily derived, for all measures µ, from the Siegel-Veech formula.
1.2 Two or more short saddle connections
What we will actually prove is a generalization of Theorem 1.1 (Strong
regularity) that works for any number of short saddle connections.
In order to state the generalization, we work in the context of an affine
invariant submanifold M of H. We will give a brief review of key con-
cepts; for more background, the reader is encouraged to consult the survey
[Wri15b].
An affine invariant manifold is defined to be an immersed suborbifold
that is locally cut out by homogeneous linear equations in period coordi-
nates with real coefficients. An affine invariant manifold M comes with an
affine measure µM supported onM. Locally, this measure equals Lebesgue
measure on the linear subspace TXM of period coordinates corresponding
to M. There is also a finite measure µ1M supported on the unit area locus
M1 ⊂M, defined by “coning”:
µ1M(S) := µM ({sX : X ∈ S, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1}) ,
for any measurable subset S ⊂ H1. We will take this measure to be normal-
ized to have total mass 1.
The landmark result of Eskin-Mirzakhani [EM18] states that any ergodic
SL2(R)-invariant probability measure on H1 is equal to µ1M for some affine
invariant manifoldM; these affine measures are thus of central importance.
Our generalization will be stated in terms of affine invariant manifolds, and
then in Section 1.4 we will use [EM18] to deduce Theorem 1.1 (Strong reg-
ularity) from the general theorem.
The next definition gives the appropriate analogue of non-parallel for
any number of saddle connections. Recall that the linear structure on H
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is given locally near X by the relative cohomology H1(X,Σ;C), where Σ
denotes the set of zeros of the differential.
Definition 1.2. Saddle connections s1, . . . , sk on a surface X ∈ M are
said to be M-independent if their relative homology classes define linearly
independent functionals (over C) on the linear subspace TXM ⊂ TXH ∼=
H1(X,Σ;C).1
We can now state the main theorem that we will prove.
Theorem 1.3. Let M⊂ H be an affine invariant manifold, and let
LM1,...,k :={X ∈M1 : X has M-independent saddle connections s1, . . . , sk,
with |si| ≤ i}.
Then
µ1M
(
LM1,...,k
)
= O(21 · · · 2k),
where the implicit constant depends on M.
Remark 1.4. The only place in the proof where we use that M is cut out
by linear equations with real coefficients (rather than arbitrary complex
coefficients) is when we apply Filip’s theorem [Fil16] to get that M is an
algebraic subvariety. So the theorem above also holds for any subvariety of
a stratum locally cut out by linear equations in period coordinates, with
any complex coefficients. In this setting, the existence of a globally defined
linear measure µ supported on the locus is not immediate due to monodromy
issues, but provided that one exists we can apply the theorem to it. We will
use this more general result in the proof of Theorem 1.5 below.
Part of the motivation for proving the above theorem was as a test of
our understanding of the structure of affine invariant manifolds near infin-
ity. Certain structural results about affine invariant manifolds are known, for
instance Wright’s Cylinder Deformation Theorem [Wri15a]. But a full clas-
sification of affine invariant manifolds in all strata is still beyond reach. The
methods developed here, in particular the use of the multi-scale compactifi-
cation to understand degenerations in affine invariant manifolds, should be
helpful in this quest.
1This definition makes sense at points X in the smooth locus M∗ ⊂M since at these
points TXM is a single linear subspace. At points ofM−M∗, TXM is not a single linear
subspace, but rather a finite union of linear subspaces; however µM(M−M∗) = 0, so for
the theorem below, it does not matter how we define M-independence at such X.
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1.3 Applications of Theorem 1.1 (Strong regularity)
Gadre has proved several results about excursions of Teichmu¨ller geodesics
into the thin part of the moduli space, for geodesics chosen randomly ac-
cording to some invariant measure µ [Gad17, Gad19]. These results were
conditional on strong regularity of the measure, so they can now be given
unconditional proofs.
There may be future applications of the theorem to counting problems
for pairs of saddle connections. For instance, the L2-norm of the Siegel-Veech
transform of a compactly supported indicator function is related to pairs of
saddle connections. Athreya-Cheung-Masur [ACM19] recently proved that
this L2-norm is finite for the case of the Masur-Veech measure µMV ; their
proof uses strong regularity of µMV as well as some other special facts about
this measure. In the future we plan to investigate extending the result to
any µ using Theorem 1.1 (Strong regularity).
1.4 Deduction of Theorem 1.1 (Strong regularity) from The-
orem 1.3
This deduction involves applying Eskin-Mirzakhani [EM18], and then re-
lating M-independence of two saddle connections to the property of being
non-parallel.
Proof of Theorem 1.1 (Strong regularity) given Theorem 1.3. By [EM18, The-
orem 1.4], µ = µ1M for some affine invariant manifold M. Let M∗ ⊂M be
the smooth locus (i.e. where the immersed suborbifold does not intersect
itself). We claim that
M∗ ∩ L1,2 ⊂ LM1,2 . (1)
Consider some X ∈ M∗ ∩ L1,2 , and let s1, s2 be non-parallel saddle con-
nections with |si| ≤ i. To prove the claim it suffices to show that s1, s2 are
M-independent. Otherwise, since s1 and s2 both have non-zero length, we
would have s1−αs2 = 0 for some α ∈ C, where we think of both sides as lin-
ear functionals on TXM⊂ H1(X,Σ;C). Now sinceM is locally cut out by
equations with real coefficients, the annihilator Ann(TXM) in H1(X,Σ;C)
is spanned by real homology classes. Since s1−αs2 is in Ann(TXM), it then
follows that s1 − Re(α)s2 ∈ Ann(TXM). Since neither saddle connection
can have zero holonomy vector, Re(α) 6= 0, and then we see that s1 and s2
must be parallel on X, contradiction. Hence s1, s2 areM-independent, and
so we get (1).
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Using that µ1M is supported onM∗, the inclusion (1), and Theorem 1.3,
we get
µ(L1,2) = µ
1
M(M∗ ∩ L1,2) ≤ µ1M(LM1,2) = O(2122).

1.5 Strata of k-differentials
A k-differential on a Riemann surface, for k a positive integer, is a form
that can locally be written as f(z)(dz)k, where f is holomorphic; i.e. it is a
section of the k-th power of the canonical line bundle.
Theorem 1.5 (Finiteness of volume). Let µ be the canonical linear measure
whose support is a whole stratum K of k-differentials. Then µ1 (supported
on the unit area locus and defined via coning, as above) is finite:
µ1(K1) <∞.
This was proven recently by Nguyen [Ngu19], who also defines the mea-
sures µ above using the symplectic form on the absolute homology. The
theorem also follows easily from the results in this paper as we now show.
Proof. For any holomorphic k-differential (M, q), there is a canonical con-
struction that produces a pair (Mˆ, ω) with a finite cover f : Mˆ → M such
that ω is a holomorphic 1-form on Mˆ satisfying ωk = f∗q. Applying this
construction to all elements of K embeds K as some locus Kˆ in some stratum
H of holomorphic 1-forms. This locus is locally cut out by linear equations
in period coordinates, where the equations have complex coefficients (in fact,
the equations can be chosen to lie in Q(ζk), where ζk is a primitive k-th root
of unity). The measure µ becomes a measure supported on Kˆ that is linear
in period coordinates. And Kˆ is algebraic since it can be defined in terms
of algebraic conditions. So according to Remark 1.4, we can apply Theorem
1.3 to Kˆ, and in particular we get µ1(K1) <∞. 
1.6 Heuristic for Theorem 1.3
Here is the reason that the bound in Theorem 1.3 is natural. The affine
measure µM is defined as Lebesgue measure on a linear subspace of period
coordinates. Locally, we should be able to pick a basis for period coordinates
that contains the short saddle connections. The period of a saddle connec-
tion of length at most i lies in a ball of area 
2
i in C. So each independent
i-short saddle connection should lead to an 
2
i factor in the volume.
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When we complete our set of short saddle connections to a full basis for
functionals on the subspace given by M, each new period will be either (i)
bounded, or (ii) a cross curve of a cylinder of small circumference. Dealing
with type (i) periods is easy, since they just increase the implicit constant
in the O(·). Type (ii) periods are potentially unbounded, but they still lie
in a region of bounded area once the circumference curve of the cylinder has
been fixed.
There are two main issues in making the above heuristic into a proof.
1. We need to find a finite system of period coordinate charts to do the
“local” computation; since H (andM) are non-compact, some of these
charts must necessarily also be non-compact. Our method is to use the
Moduli space of multi-scale differentials, a nice compactification PH of
the (complex) projectivization PH recently introduced by Bainbridge-
Chen-Gendron-Grushevsky-Mo¨ller [BCG+19]. We define our system
of period coordinate charts in terms of neighborhoods of boundary
points.
2. We have to choose a nice basis of relative homology adapted to the
short saddle connections.
1.7 Outline of the proof of Theorem 1.3
• In Section 2, we give background on the multi-scale compactification
PH, which is a compactification of the projectivized stratum PH; it
plays a key role in the proof. This space admits a nice system of
analytic coordinates defined in terms of plumbing and scaling.
• In Section 3, for each boundary point X¯ ∈ PH, we find a finite system
of semianalytic period coordinate charts that cover a neighborhood
of X¯ (minus the boundary). They are cut out by conditions on the
analytic coordinates. A major challenge is showing that the period
map on each such set is injective (which is needed for it to be chart).
• In Section 4, we use Filip’s theorem on algebraicity of affine invariant
manifolds to show that our M intersects each chart above in finitely
many components. This implies that in each chart, M is a union of
finitely many linear subspaces.
• In Section 5, we prove the desired volume bound for M restricted
to each chart. This involves several lemmas that give estimates on
periods of surfaces in each such chart.
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• Finally, in Section 6, we deduce the global volume bound for M from
the bound in each chart using the compactness of PH (and the fact
that the volume bound is trivial in the compact part of H).
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2 Multi-scale compactification
We will use the multi-scale compactification PH introduced in [BCG+19] to
define a finite system of period coordinate charts for H. Several other com-
pactifications of strata have been considered, namely the “What You See Is
What You Get” compactification studied by Mirzakhani-Wright [MW17],
and the Incidence Variety Compactification [BCG+18]. The multi-scale
compactification is best suited to our purposes since:
(i) it is “large” in the sense that there is a lot of data associated to each
boundary point, so the types of surfaces that lie near a particular
boundary point are more restricted, and
(ii) it has nice analytic properties - in particular it is a smooth complex
orbifold with explicit analytic coordinates defined in terms of plumbing
and scaling.
The boundary points of the multi-scale compactification are nodal Rie-
mann surfaces, where each component is equipped with a meromorphic dif-
ferential. Components with poles of order 2 or greater represent subsurfaces
that are approaching zero size; the differential on such a component comes
from appropriately rescaling the differential so that it converges to some-
thing not identically zero. Poles of order −1 come in pairs and each pair
represents a degenerating cylinder, i.e. one whose circumference is much
smaller than any curve crossing it.
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Because the compactification remembers the shape of subsurfaces that
are vanishing, one can choose a basis of homology consistently across all
the surfaces in a small neighborhood of a boundary point (actually, the
neighborhood must be divided into finitely many pieces first). This is done
in Section 5, and it is a crucial part of the volume computation.
2.1 Definition of multi-scale compactification PH
We recall the definition and properties of the multi-scale compactification.
The complete definition is quite complicated, so we refer the reader to
[BCG+19] for full details.
Let H(µ), µ = (m1, . . . ,mn), be a stratum of holomorphic 1-forms with
n zeroes with vanishing orders given by the mi. Since µ will be fixed,
we will use the shorthand H = H(µ). The space PH will be formed by
attaching to PH certain multi-scale differentials X¯ which consist of stable
Riemann surfaces with meromorphic differentials on the components, plus
some combinatorial data, up to a certain equivalence relation.
Our primary interest is in H, but the natural object to compactify in a
complex analytic way is the complex projectivization PH. So we work with
this space, and then translate statements back to H.
Let Mg,n denote the Deligne-Mumford compactification of the moduli
space of genus g curves with n marked points. An element M ∈ Mg,n is a
stable, nodal Riemann surface. Associated to M is the dual graph ΓM : the
vertices v correspond to the components Mv of M , and for each node of the
Riemann surface there is an edge connecting the vertices corresponding to
the two components (possibly the same) joined by the node.
A multi-scale differential will come with the following additional struc-
ture on the dual graph; it is related to the differentials on the components:
1. Half-edges, each having a single vertex as endpoint. There will be
one of these for each of the n integers in the type µ that specifies
the stratum H = H(µ). The purpose of these is to record on which
components the zeros of surfaces in H end up in the limit. Each is
labeled by a positive integer which is the order of the corresponding
zero.
2. A (surjective) level function
` : V (Γ)→ N := {0,−1, . . . ,−N},
which determines a weak order on the vertices. This ordering will de-
termine which of two given components on smooth translation surfaces
9
Level
0
-1
-2
1
12
2
Figure 1: Left - A stable Riemann surface with a twisted differential. This
comes from a degeneration of surfaces in the stratum H(2, 2). The num-
bers at the nodes indicate the order of the differential, while the two dots
correspond to the two zeros that surfaces in H(2, 2) have. Right - The
corresponding enhanced level graph.
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near the multi-scale differential is larger. Edges that join components
at the same level will be called horizontal edges, while those that join
components at different levels will be called vertical edges.
3. An assignment of a positive integer be to each vertical edge. The cone
angle around the node will be the same on either side of the node and
will equal 2pibe.
A dual graph equipped with all this structure will be called an enhanced
level graph of type µ.
A twisted differential on M compatible with the enhanced level graph Γ
is a collection of meromorphic differentials η = {ηv}, one for each irreducible
component Mv of M , that is consistent with Γ in a sense suggested above
(see [BCG+19] for full definition). The term “twisted” is meant to remind
us that these are meromorphic differentials, and so are related to sections
of twists of the canonical bundle. Several consistency conditions ensure
that the limit objects can be smoothed to surfaces in PH. One condition
is that at a vertical node, the cone angle of the differential above equals
the cone angle of the differential below. This is equivalent to the orders of
the two differentials on either sides summing to −2. A more subtle part of
the definition of compatibility is the Global Residue Condition, which is not
always forced by the residue theorem.
We will call the union of components at level i, i.e. those corresponding
to the vertices of `−1(i), the level subsurface at level i and denote it X¯(i).
We will denote the restriction of η to X¯(i) by η(i). At times, by X¯(i) we will
actually mean the pair (X¯(i), η(i)).
The final piece of data is a prong-matching. This is only needed when
there is at least one pole of order k ≤ −3. At the other side of the corre-
sponding node, there is a zero of order −2− k ≥ 1. The cone angle around
each is 2pi(−k − 1). At each such point, there is more than one “prong”,
i.e. a choice of horizontal direction. In order to smooth the limit point, we
must know how the prongs from the two differentials will be identified - this
is what the prong-matching records.
Definition 2.1 (Multi-scale differential). A multi-scale differential X¯ of
type µ is the data (M,Γ, η, σ) where M is a stable Riemann surface, Γ is an
enhanced level structure of type µ on the dual graph of M , η is a twisted
differential on M compatible with Γ, and σ is a prong-matching.
Two multi-scale differentials are considered equivalent if they differ by
the action of the level rotation torus. This action comes from simultaneously
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rescaling all the ηv at the same level by some element of C∗. However, moving
around a circle in C∗ may change the prong-matching at nodes at that level.
This subtlety means that instead of directly taking an action of copies of
C∗, we instead consider the universal cover C of each copy. Keeping track
of the prong-matching is needed to get a smooth orbifold, but its presence
does not play a major role in our proof. (Note that we include rescaling of
the top level in the level rotation torus, since we wish to directly define the
projectivized space; the definition in [BCG+19] does not include rescaling
of the top level.)
Definition 2.2. The (projectivized) Moduli space of multi-scale differentials
PH(µ) is the set of multi-scale differentials of type µ, modulo the equivalence
relation described above.
The following is part of [BCG+19, Theorem 1.2].
Theorem 2.3. The set PH has a natural structure of a compact smooth
complex orbifold.
2.2 Coordinates for PH
From the way it is constructed in [BCG+19], PH admits a nice system of
complex-analytic coordinates (in the orbifold sense). We now describe these
near a boundary point X¯. There are two types of coordinates:
(i) Moduli parameters si. Changing these moves the surface parallel to
the boundary stratum.
(ii) Smoothing parameters. Deforming a smoothing parameter away from
0 will smooth certain nodes of X¯. These parameters fall into two
categories:
(a) a scaling parameter ti for each level i below the top level (which
is level 0), and
(b) a horizontal node parameter t for each horizontal node.
We will describe how to construct a surface X specified by moduli and
smoothing parameters. There are several choices that need to be made
to define the coordinates; we will discuss these along the way, but they
should really be made at the beginning of the construction. We will describe
plumbing applied to single surface, but to get a complex orbifold, it is crucial
that this construction can be done in a holomorphically varying way for
holomorphic families. This is subtle; it is dealt with carefully in [BCG+19].
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When all the smoothing parameters are non-zero, this will produce a
particular distinguished surface X ∈ H, not just a projective equivalence
class in PH. In some of the lemmas we will use this as a reference surface
to discuss sizes.
2.2.1 Moduli parameters
We first describe the role of the moduli parameters si. Note that X¯ lies
in a boundary stratum consisting of twisted differentials in PH that share
the same combinatorial data Γ, σ (the enhanced level graph and prong-
matching). This boundary stratum can be identified with a suborbifold of
a certain stratum of meromorphic differentials cut out by certain conditions
on residues coming from the Global Residue Condition and the requirement
that residues match at pairs of simple poles. This space naturally has a
complex structure, and thus we can take a system of complex-analytic co-
ordinates for (the projectivization of) the boundary stratum near X¯.
A good choice is to use period coordinates. Strata of meromorphic differ-
entials admit period coordinates given by the cohomology groupH1(Y \P,Z;C)
of the surface Y minus the poles P , relative to the set Z of zeros and marked
points. Since the residues are given by periods of cycles that encircle punc-
tures, all the residue conditions are linear in period coordinates. Hence we
get coordinates for our boundary stratum by taking the projectivization of
the relevant subspace of period coordinates for the meromorphic stratum.
These will be the moduli parameters si. We will sometimes translate to
arrange that all si are 0 at X¯.
2.2.2 Smoothing parameters
We now move onto the smoothing parameters, which are more complicated.
To start off, we must pick a particular multi-scale differential (M,Γ, η, σ)
in the equivalence class of X¯ (recall that PH is the set of equivalence classes
of multi-scale differentials). In fact, we must pick such a representative for
every surface in a small neighborhood of the boundary stratum of X¯, and
further, we do this in such a way that the differentials ηv that compose
η vary holomorphically. In other words, we are choosing a distinguished
holomorphic section of the projectivization map locally for each level. In
fact, we will use a particular local section defined as follows. Stability implies
the existence of a relative cycle γ at this level with non-zero period at X¯
(otherwise, integrating the 1-form would give a branched covering to Cˆ, but
the number of preimages of ∞, counted with multiplicity, would be too
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small). We then choose the section such that the period of γ is 1 for all
nearby surfaces in the same boundary stratum.
2.2.2.1 Standard coordinates near a node. To perform plumbing,
we find standard coordinates on X¯ near its nodes. For each node we can
find complex-analytic coordinates on the Riemann surface near that node
such that the differential has the form
zkdz if k ≥ 0
r
zdz if k = −1(
zk + rz
)
dz if k ≤ −2,
(2)
where k is the order of vanishing of the differential at the node. The exis-
tence of these coordinates is guaranteed by [BCG+19, Theorem 4.1], where
they further prove that standard coordinates are essentially unique and vary
holomorphically as we vary X¯. When k ≥ 0, the coordinates are unique up
to multiplication by a (k + 1)-st root unity. When k = −1, we can rescale
by any complex number. When k ≤ −2, the coordinates are unique after
specifying a fixed point near the node to have some fixed coordinate.
2.2.2.2 Scaling parameters. We will first discuss the role of the scaling
parameters ti. Such a parameter determines both the size of the level i
subsurface relative to the level i+ 1 subsurface and the way that the level i
subsurface is plumbed into the higher levels.
Poles of order at most 2, no residues. We will first describe the
simpler case in which all poles of X¯ are of order 1 or 2, and all residues
at poles are zero (at X¯ as well as at all nearby surfaces). Consider two
level subsurfaces X¯(i) and X¯(j) of X¯, with i > j, and suppose that u and
v are standard coordinates near two points of X¯(i), X¯(j), respectively, that
are joined together in a node (we will assume that the discs {u : |u| ≤ 1}
and {v : |v| ≤ 1} are contained in the coordinate charts; otherwise we
should remove a somewhat larger disc in the next paragraph before doing
the plumbing). The orders of vanishing at the two points that get joined
will sum to −2. Let
T = ti−1ti−2 · · · tj .
To smooth the node, at the level of Riemann surfaces, we perform classical
plumbing, as in Figure 2. That is, we first remove the small discs {u : |u| ≤
14
Figure 2: Classical plumbing applied to a Riemann surface with a single
node. (Modification of a figure created by Jenya Sapir; used with permis-
sion.)
|T |}, {v : |v| ≤ |T |} from X¯(i), X¯(j), respectively. For remaining points in
the sets parameterized by u, v, we glue u to v whenever
uv = T.
For the differential on X¯(i), we take
t−1t−2 · · · ti · η(i),
and on X¯(j), we take
t−1t−2 · · · tj · η(j).
Next we choose standard coordinates (2) near the nodes (actually, it is
crucial that this choice be made at the very beginning of the construction,
and that it can be made in a holomorphically varying way for families; see
discussion at beginning of Section 2.2). To get uniqueness, we must choose a
distinguished point near the node, which we do holomorphically over surfaces
near X¯. Near the nodes, the differentials then look like
t−1t−2 · · · ti · du,
and
t−1t−2 · · · tj · dv
v2
.
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The following calculation shows that the upper and lower differentials agree
at points that are glued together:
t−1t−2 · · · ti · du = t−1t−2 · · · ti · d(T/v)
= −t−1t−2 · · · ti · ti−1ti−2 · · · tj · dv
v2
.
(Because of the factor of −1, on the lower component we modify the coordi-
nates so that the differential is the negative of the standard form (2) above).
Hence in this case we get a well-defined differential on the plumbed surface.
Poles of any order, no residues. We now generalize to the case in
which all pole orders are allowed, but we still assume that all residues are
zero (at X¯ as well as at all nearby surfaces). For each level i, we assign an
integer ai, taken to be the least common multiple of the bk associated to all
nodes that join a component at level greater than i to a component at level
i or smaller, where 2pibk is the cone angle around the node.
For the differential on X¯(i), we take
t
a−1
−1 · · · taii · η(i),
and on X¯(j), we take
t
a−1
−1 · · · tajj · η(j).
At a node with cone angle 2pib, we choose standard coordinates (2) (this
choice is actually made at the very beginning of the construction). The
coordinates are not quite unique, and the prong-matching σ gives a condition
on how the coordinates at the two sides of the nodes should relate.
So in these standard coordinates near the node, the differential on X¯(j)
has the form
t
a−1
−1 · · · taii · ub−1du,
and near the node on X¯(j) the differential has the form
t
a−1
−1 · · · tajj ·
dv
vb+1
.
We perform plumbing as in the previous case, gluing together points u, v
whenever uv = T , but now we use
T = t
ai−1/b
i−1 · · · taj/bj .
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The following calculation shows that the upper and lower differentials agree
(up to factor −1) at points that are glued together:
t
a−1
−1 · · · taii · ub−1du = ta−1−1 · · · taii · (T/v)b−1d(T/v)
= −ta−1−1 · · · taii · (T/v)b−1 · T ·
dv
v2
= −ta−1−1 · · · taii · tai−1i−1 · · · tajj ·
dv
vb+1
.
Modification differentials to account for residues. In the case
when the residue r (at a node on the lower level subsurface X¯(j)) is non-
zero, we have to work to create a residue on the upper level subsurface X¯(i)
so that the differentials will match when we do the plumbing. The solution
is to create a modification differential ξ on the underlying Riemann surface
of X¯(i) that has a simple pole at the node with residue r. The existence of
holomorphically varying modification differentials with the required proper-
ties is furnished by [BCG+19, Proposition 11.3] (or [BCG+18, Lemma 4.6]).
However, the modification differential will not be uniquely specified, so we
must make a choice of one at the beginning of the construction of coordi-
nates. In our discussion here, we will focus on the modification differential
that comes from residues on X¯(j). In general there will be several modifi-
cation differentials coming from residues at different levels and these should
all be added to the higher level differential.
So we consider the differential ub−1du + tai−1i−1 · · · tajj ξ on X¯(i). Now
[BCG+19, Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.3] (or [BCG+18, Theorem 4.3]) gives
that by performing a change of coordinates (depending holomorphically on
the tk, as well as on the moduli parameters) on a fixed annulus near 0, we
can assume that this differential has the form(
ub−1 + tai−1i−1 · · · tajj
r
u
)
du.
On the disk bounded by the inner circle of this annulus, we change the
differential to have the form above.
Then upon rescaling, the differential on the upper component X¯(i), near
the node, has the form
t
a−1
−1 · · · taii
(
ub−1 + tai−1i−1 · · · tajj
r
u
)
du,
and near the node on X¯(j), in standard coordinates (2), and after rescaling,
the differential has the form
t
a−1
−1 · · · tajj
(
1
vb+1
+
r
v
)
dv.
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We glue together points with uv = T = t
ai−1/b
i−1 · · · taj/bj , as in the case
without residues. A short calculation similar to the one in the previous case
shows that the two differentials above match up at the points glued together.
Merging zeros. The modification differential solves the residue match-
ing issue but introduces a new problem: it may split up some of the higher
order zeros of the original differential. So afterwards, we must merge the
zeros that have been separated. We can do this in a local manner using
[BCG+19, Theorem 4.2] (or [BCG+18, Lemma 4.7]).
2.2.2.3 Horizontal node (degenerating cylinder) parameters. The
case when we have a node joining two points that lie on the same level sub-
surface X¯(i) is similar to the higher order pole case, but we don’t have to
worry about modification differentials. On either side of the node are simple
poles. On nearby surfaces, this node will become a degenerating cylinder.
We find standard coordinates u, v given by (2) on each side of the node. The
residues at the two simple poles are forced to be negatives of one another, by
the definition of multi-scale differential. So in these coordinates, on either
side of the two nodes the differential has the form
t
a−1
−1 · · · taii ·
r
u
du,
and
t
a−1
−1 · · · taii ·
−r
v
dv,
respectively. On the level of Riemann surfaces, we do classical plumbing
as above, gluing u to v whenever uv = t, where t is the horizontal node
parameter. A short calculation very similar to the ones done in the case of
higher order poles gives that the two differentials match up at points that
are glued together. Hence we get a well-defined differential on the plumbed
surface.
3 Semianalytic period coordinate charts
In this section we will work with a fixed boundary point X¯ ∈ PH.
We let
p : H → PH
be the natural projectivization map (we intentionally take the target to be
the compactification so that we can pull back neighborhoods of a boundary
point). For a subset S ⊂ H, we define PS := p(S).
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Our goal is to define a finite system of semianalytic period coordinate
charts {Vk} in H, each invariant under C∗-scaling, and such that {PVk}
cover U ∩ PH for some neighborhood U of X¯ in PH. In each such period
coordinate chart, an affine invariant manifold M will be given by a finite
union of linear subspaces. Hence, equipped with this system of finitely many
period coordinate charts, we can understand M in terms of finitely many
linear spaces.
Each PVk will be “multi-sector” i.e. a product of small sectors with
respect to analytic coordinates near X¯.
3.1 Defining the period coordinate charts Vk
Choose a system of analytic coordinates near the boundary point X¯, as in
Section 2.2, where t are the smoothing parameters, and s are the moduli
parameters (translated so that the value is 0 at the X¯). Each PVk (which
depend on this choice of coordinates) will then be defined by conditions as
follows:
(i) Restrict 0 < |s| <  for each moduli parameter s, for  > 0 chosen
sufficiently small so that these conditions cut out an open set in the
boundary stratum on which period coordinates are well-defined and
injective. This is possible since periods give local coordinates for any
meromorphic stratum, and the boundary stratum is locally a linear
subspace of a meromorphic stratum. (In the proof of Lemma 3.6, we
will use arguments for which  will need to be chosen yet smaller.)
(ii) Restrict 0 < |t| <  for each smoothing parameter t.
(iii) If t is a horizontal node parameter, then we consider a restriction of
the form
arg t ∈ (α, α+ pi/4).
We choose finitely many α so that the union of the intervals above for
these α cover the full circle of directions. Each PVk will correspond
to an interval given by one choice of α. (We need such conditions to
ensure that Vk admits an injective period map; see Example 3.5.)
(iv) Suppose ti is the scaling parameter for level i. We have defined an
associated integer ai in Section 2.2.2.2 related to higher order poles.
We can find connected interval conditions on the arg ti that imply that
arg taii satisfies a condition of the form in (iii) above. With finitely
many such interval conditions, we cover all possibilites for ti. Each
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PVk will correspond to one of these interval conditions for each such
ti.
We then take Vk := p
−1(PVk).
Remark 3.1. In the above we were assuming that X¯ was not an orbifold
point. If it is an orbifold point, we define sets in the local manifold cover as
above, and then get the PVk by pushing down to PH.
Example 3.2. Consider the example of a point X¯ in PH(3, 1) which has two
levels connected by a single node, where the lower level piece is genus 1,
with one pole of order 3 and one zero of order 3, and the upper level piece is
genus 2 with two zeroes of order 1, one of which lies at the node. See Figure
3.
There are moduli parameters s1, . . . , sn that vary the bottom the top
and bottom pieces within their strata. There is one scaling parameter t−1.
We have that a−1 = 2, since there is only one pole, and its order is 3 (recall
that a−1 is the least common multiple over all the poles of the associated
integer bk, which is defined so that the cone angle at that pole is 2pibk). For
k = 0, . . . , 15, define intervals:
S2k+1 =
(
k
pi
8
, (k + 1)
pi
8
)
, (3)
S2k+2 =
(
0.1 + k
pi
8
, 0.1 + (k + 1)
pi
8
)
. (4)
The sets Vk in the definition can then be taken to be
Vk = {X : |s1|, . . . , |sj | < , |t−1| < , arg t−1 ∈ Sk},
for k = 1, . . . , 32.
3.2 Properties of V
In a real-analytic manifold, a semianalytic set is a subset that is locally cut
out by real-analytic equalities and inequalities. In a real-analytic orbifold, a
semianalytic set is a subset such that its preimage under some real-analytic
orbifold chart is a semianalytic subset of Rn. See [Kan11] for a complete
definition.
Lemma 3.3. Each PVk is simply connected and semianalytic, and⋃
k
PVk = U ∩ PH,
where U is the neighborhood of X¯ given by restricting |s| <  for each moduli
parameter, and |t| <  for each smoothing parameter.
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Figure 3: Surface in PH(3, 1)
Proof. Because of the conditions on angles, each PVk is a product of convex
subsets of C, and is hence itself convex, hence contractible, and in particular
simply connected.
The PVk are semianalytic because each of the defining conditions can be
expressed as an inequality on the real or imaginary part of a locally defined
analytic coordinate function (the arg expression in (iii) and (iv) is not a
well-defined analytic function, but equivalent conditions can be expressed in
terms of ratios of real and imaginary parts).
The last claim about the union of the PVk follows immediately from their
definition.

Definition 3.4 (Period coordinate charts). A connected, open subset Q ⊂
H is said to be a period coordinate chart if it admits an injective map to
Cn that is locally linear (the stratum locally has a linear structure coming
from local period coordinates; near orbifold points one should work in an
appropriate cover).
In particular, any sufficiently small neighborhood of a point X ∈ H will
be a period coordinate chart. However, it is not necessarily true that for a
small neighborhood U of a boundary point X¯ in PH, the set p−1(U) ∩ H
is a period coordinate chart. One issue is that the set might not be simply
connected, in which case it is not possible to consistently choose a basis of
relative homology to take periods of.
Example 3.5 (Cautionary). Even on a simply connected subset of p−1(U)∩H,
the period coordinate map might not be injective. To see this, consider a
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boundary point with two levels, connected by a single node, with a pole of
order 3 below (e.g. the surface in Figure 3). Let X ′, X ′′ be two surfaces
near this boundary point whose coordinates are identical, except that for
the scaling parameters t′−1, t′′−1, we have t′−1 = −t′′−1. All periods of relative
cycles coming from the top surface are the same forX ′, X ′′. Since the bottom
differentials are multiplied by (t′−1)2 = (t′′−1)2, the periods of cycles from the
bottom surface are also all equal. Since we can form a basis out of such
cycles that do not cross the nodes, we have that the all periods for X ′, X ′′
are equal. On the other hand, the two surfaces must in fact be different,
since they have different analytic coordinates (this also can be seen directly
from the flat pictures).
Instead we use the sets V defined in Section 3.1.
Lemma 3.6. Each set V = Vk ⊂ H from Section 3.1 is a period coordi-
nate chart in the above sense, provided that the  in the defintion of V is
sufficiently small (see Section 3.1, item (i)).
The proof of this lemma is somewhat involved; the necessary tools are
developed in Section 3.3, and then proof is completed in Section 3.4.
3.3 Tools for proof of Lemma 3.6
Our first goal is estimate periods of various cycles on surfaces in V . Since PV
is simply connected (Lemma 3.3), if we pick a relative cycle α representing
an element of H1(X,Σ;Z) on some surface X ∈ V , we can consistently
transport it to a cycle on all surfaces in V . We will study how the period of
this cycle depends on the analytic coordinates describing X.
To study the period of the cycle α on smooth surfaces, we will first
introduce the perturbed period, which comes from taking the period of the
part of α that comes from the highest level subsurface that it interacts with.
This will be easier to understand than the full period, since it will give a
well-defined holomorphic function in a full neighborhood of X¯, including at
the boundary. Our perturbed periods are a special case of the construction
in [BCG+19, Section 11].
Definition 3.7. Given a relative cycle γ on the level subsurface X¯(`), the
perturbed period is the holomorphic function
γpert : U → C,
from a small neighborhood U of X¯ in PH, defined as follows. In the plumbing
construction of Section 2.2, after the various choices of coordinates, but
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Figure 4: Construction of the perturbed period corresponding to a relative
cycle γ on a piece of the limit surface.
before doing the plumbing, we truncate γ by taking each representative
curve that ends at a node and replacing it by a curve that ends at the point
with coordinate p (some fixed small complex number) in the coordinates
chosen about that node. Then γpert(X) is defined as the period over this
truncated curve, before doing any rescaling. See Figure 4.
Suppose γ is a relative cycle on some level subsurface X¯(`) of X¯. If we
wish to consider this as a class on smooth surfaces in V , we can extend
γ “downwards” as follows. Represent γ by curves, and extend each curve
going toward a vertical node downwards until a locally minimal component
(in the level graph) is reached. Such a component must have a zero of the
differential, so a relative homology class can be produced. See, for example,
Figure 5. This produces cycles γˆ on surfaces in X. Note that γˆ will not
cross any degenerating cylinders (coming from horizontal nodes).
In the next lemma, we estimate the period of γ in terms of the perturbed
period part, the part that crosses the plumbing region, and the lower level
part. We will focus on how this period depends on moduli parameters for
X¯(`) and the scaling parameter t`−1. The expression in the lemma has
some non-explicit terms, but each of these either extends to a holomorphic
function on a full neighborhood of X¯ (and so the function, as well as its
derivative, will enjoy good boundedness properties), or only depends on
lower level moduli or scaling parameters.
Lemma 3.8. Let γˆ be a cycle on smooth surfaces in V obtained by starting
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with a relative homology class γ on X¯(`) and extending downwards (without
crossing degenerating cylinders). Let t := t
a`−1
`−1 . Then
γˆ(X) = t
a−1
−1 · · · ta``
(
γpert(X) + c+ tf(X) + (t log t)g(X) + th(X)
)
,
for X ∈ V , where:
• c is a constant (which we can take small, if we choose the p in the
definition of perturbed periods to be small),
• γpert is the perturbed period coordinate,
• f, g are functions that extend to holomorphic functions in a full neigh-
borhood of X¯,
• h is a function of X, but it only depends on X through moduli param-
eters at level lower than `, and scaling parameters tk with k < ` − 1.
Also, h(X) is bounded above in absolute value as X ranges over V (we
do not require that h gives a holomorphic function on a full neighbor-
hood of X¯).
Proof. We begin by expressing γˆ as the union of three disjoint parts:
(i) the part that lies on X¯(`) and away from the plumbing regions
(ii) the part that lies in the plumbing regions
(iii) the part that lies on level subsurfaces at level j < ` and away from the
plumbing regions.
For (i), by the definition of the perturbed period γpert above, the contri-
bution is equal to t
a−1
−1 · · · ta`` γpert(X).
For (ii), we will analyze each such plumbing region which γˆ crosses sep-
arately, and then we can add all the expressions together. Each such region
corresponds to a node joining level i to level j, where ` ≥ i > j. The
contribution to γˆ(X) is given by
t
a−1
−1 · · · taii
∫ p
T
(
ub−1 + T b
r
u
)
du,
where T = t
ai−1/b
i−1 · · · taj/bj , and r (which comes from the modification differ-
ential) extends to a holomorphic function in a full neighborhood of X¯. We
claim that such an integral can be written in the form
c+ tf(X) + (t log t)g(X) + th(X).
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To prove this, first note that ub−1 term in the integrand gives a c+tf(X)
contribution, where f is just some constant multiple of a power of t.
Now we split up into cases based on i, j to analyze the contribution of
the T b ru term in the integrand.
• When i = `, j = `− 1, we have T = ta`−1/b`−1 , and the contribution is∫ p
T
T b
r
u
du = T br (log p− log T ) = tr log p− (r/b)t log t,
which becomes part of the tf(X) + (t log t)g(X) term.
• When i < `, we do a computation similar to the one immediately
above, and we ultimately get a contribution of the form tf(X)+th(X).
Here h is a product of powers of various tk and a term of the form
τ log τ , where τ is also a product of powers of tk. Since τ log τ → 0 as
τ → 0, this h varies in a bounded away over V .
• When i = `, j < `− 1, we get a contribution of the form
tf(X) + (t log t)g(X) + th(X).
To see this, we split up the log(t
a`−1/b
`−1 · · · t
aj/b
j ) in the expression we
get by evaluating the integral into
log(t
a`−1/b
`−1 ) + log(t
a`−2/b
`−2 · · · t
aj/b
j ).
The first term behaves as in the i = `, j = ` − 1 case above, and the
second behaves as in the i < ` case.
For pieces of type (iii), the period has the form t
a−1
−1 · · · ta`` t
a`−1
`−1 h(X),
where h depends only parameters at level lower than `. This h varies in a
bounded way as X varies over V , since the moduli and scaling parameters
on which it depends are bounded.
Combining the estimates for the pieces in (i), (ii), (iii) gives the desired
estimate.

3.4 Proof of Lemma 3.6
Proof of Lemma 3.6. Since PV is simply connected (Lemma 3.3), we can
choose a basis for relative homology at some surface in V and then consis-
tently transport it to a basis at all other surfaces in V . Taking the periods
of these classes gives the map φ : V → Cn, which is clearly locally linear.
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It remains to show that φ is injective, which is rather involved, since
it involves carefully estimating periods of cycles, including those that cross
between different levels. The reader is encouraged to first consider the proof
in the case of a boundary point X¯ of the form given by Figure 5, where
there are just two levels.
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that φ(X ′) = φ(X ′′), with X ′, X ′′ ∈
V and X ′ 6= X ′′. First suppose that the projective classes [X ′], [X ′′] are
equal. We have that X ′ = c′X and X ′′ = c′′X, where X is the distinguished
representative of the projective class produced by the plumbing construction
(as discussed in Section 2.2), and c′ 6= c′′. Thus φ(X ′) = c′φ(X) 6= c′′φ(X) =
φ(X ′′), contradiction.
So we assume for the rest of the argument that [X ′] 6= [X ′′], and we will
prove that [φ(X ′)] 6= [φ(X ′′)]. Since every relative homology class is a linear
combination of the classes defining φ, it is sufficient to find classes γ1, γ2 such
that γ1(X
′)/γ2(X ′) 6= γ1(X ′′)/γ2(X ′′). To prove this statement about ratios,
it clearly suffices to assume that X ′, X ′′ are the distinguished representatives
produced in Section 2. Since the projective classes are different, the analytic
coordinates for X ′, X ′′ must be different.
Our first task is to determine at which levels to look for these classes
γ1, γ2, in terms of the analytic coordinates for X
′, X ′′. To this end we
will define the effective level ` of each moduli, horizontal node, and scaling
parameter (WARNING: this is somewhat different than the notion of level
that will be used for subsurfaces and curves in Section 5). The motivation
for the definition is that if two surfaces agree for all analytic coordinates at
effective levels ` and lower, then ratios of periods that interact only with
subsurfaces at level ` or lower should also be equal. Here is the definition:
(i) For a moduli parameter s that deforms the level subsurface X¯(i), the
effective level is i.
(ii) For a scaling parameter ti, the effective level is i+ 1. (The reason we
take the effective level higher than i is that ti does not affect ratios of
periods at levels i and below.)
(iii) For a horizontal node parameter t, the effective level is i+ 12 , where i
is the level subsurface on which the pair of simple poles corresponding
to the horizontal node lie.
Consider all parameters that take different values for X ′, X ′′; among the
effective levels of these, let ` be the lowest.
We now split into three cases based on the value of `. In the first two
cases (in which ` is an integer), we begin by choosing cycles γ1, . . . , γn in
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the relative homology of X¯(`) that give a basis for the space of functionals
on the subspace of period coordinates cut out by the residue conditions,
as in Section 2.2.1. See Figure 5. The periods of these give the moduli
parameters corresponding to X¯(`). We take γ1 to be the cycle that has
period 1 on all surfaces in the boundary stratum (recall from Section 2.2.2
that we are choosing the holomorphic section of the projectivization map by
normalizing a particular cycle to have period 1).
Case 1: ` = −N (i.e. the surfaces differ at the lowest effective level)
This case is straightforward because periods on the bottom level subsur-
face have a simple expression in terms of the analytic coordinates.
By the above definition of effective level, there must be some moduli
parameter s for the lowest level subsurface X¯(−N) that has two different
values s′ 6= s′′ for X ′, X ′′, respectively. The parameter s is a period of some
relative homology class on X¯(−N), which we can assume is γ2. Now since
γ2 is on the lowest level, it extends uniquely on all smooth surfaces near X¯
to a relative homology class which does not cross any of the curves that are
pinched at X¯.
Now, the period of γ2 differs between X
′, X ′′, while the period of γ1 does
not; hence the ratio of the two periods differs. In fact we have the following
explicit expressions for the periods on a smooth surface X with parameter
s:
γ2(X) = t
a−1
−1 · · · ta`` · s,
γ1(X) = t
a−1
−1 · · · ta`` .
Hence
γ2(X
′)
γ1(X ′)
=
(t′−1)a−1 · · · (t′`)a` · s′
(t′−1)a−1 · · · (t′`)a`
= s′ 6= s′′ = (t
′′−1)a−1 · · · (t′′` )a` · s′′
(t′′−1)a−1 · · · (t′′` )a`
=
γ2(X
′′)
γ1(X ′′)
,
and we are done since we have found a pair of periods with different ratios
for X ′, X ′′.
Case 2: ` > −N , and ` is an integer (i.e. the surfaces are the same at the
bottom level, and the lowest effective level where they differ does not come
from a degenerating cylinder)
This case is rather involved since we have to understand how periods
crossing between levels depend on the analytic coordinates (logarithmic
terms appear) and how ratios of such periods behave.
Recall that we have chosen γ1, . . . , γn in the relative homology of X¯
(`)
that give a basis for the space of functionals on the subspace of period
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Figure 5: Extension of cycles on limit surface X¯ to a smooth surface X in
the multi-sector V . Case 2 applies if the moduli parameters for the bottom
components of X ′, X ′′ are all the same. We are then forced to consider the
cycles γˆ1, γˆ2 crossing between levels.
coordinates cut out by the residue conditions; γ1 is the cycle whose period
is 1 on all surfaces in the boundary stratum.
We let β be the relative homology class on X¯(`−1) whose period is exactly
1 at X¯ and on nearby surfaces in the boundary stratum.
Now the γi classes, as well as the β class, can be extended downwards
on the smooth surfaces in V to give relative homology classes γˆi and βˆ. We
require that these extended cycles do not cross any degenerating cylinders
(coming from horizontal nodes). This is the same procedure described in
the setup before Lemma 3.8.
We will show that either γˆi(X
′)/γˆ1(X ′) 6= γˆi(X ′′)/γˆ1(X ′′), for some i,
or βˆ(X ′)/γˆ1(X ′) 6= βˆ(X ′′)/γˆ1(X ′′). To do this, we need to compute the
periods of γˆi and βˆ with respect to the analytic parameters si for i > 1 and
t := t
a`−1
`−1 . Here si is the moduli parameter corresponding to the period of
γi at the boundary.
By our assumption on effective levels, we know that
(s′2, . . . , s
′
n, t
′) 6= (s′′2, . . . , s′′n, t′′),
(note that if t′ = t′′, then t′`−1 = t
′′
`−1, since our surfaces are in the multi-
sector V and so satisfy conditions given by (iv) in Section 3.1).
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We will define a map P on the subset of PV given by
S := {X ∈ PV : for every analytic coordinate a with effective level < `,
the value of a at X agrees with the common value for [X ′], [X ′′]}.
Define P by
P = (P1, . . . , Pn) : S → Cn
(s2, . . . , sn, t) 7→
(
γˆ2(X)
γˆ1(X)
, . . . ,
γˆn(X)
γˆ1(X)
,
βˆ(X)
γˆ1(X)
)
,
where X is the distinguished representative produced by the plumbing con-
struction for the projective equivalence class with coordinates (s2, . . . , sn, t).
We use the common value for coordinates at lower levels; coordinates at
higher levels will only affect the scaling of periods on the right, so the ratios
are still well-defined. Since each Pk is ratio of periods, to finish the proof in
this case, it suffices to find some k such that Pk([X
′]) 6= Pk([X ′′]). So it is
sufficient to show that P is injective. In our proof we will need to make the
set V sufficiently small, by choosing the  in Section 3.1 sufficiently small.
It is clearly crucial that this choice depends only on X¯, not on X ′, X ′′ (or
S).
Our strategy is to get injectivity of P by estimating the derivative and
then integrating. We will work with the distinguished representative X of
the projective equivalence class throughout.
First we write explicit expressions for γˆi(X), βˆ(X), which are crucial for
the calculations needed for the rest of the proof.
By Lemma 3.8,
γˆ(X) = t
a−1
−1 · · · ta``
(
γpert(X) + c+ tf(X) + (t log t)g(X) + th(X)
)
.
The expression for the period of βˆ is simpler, since this class only inter-
acts with subsurfaces at levels `− 1 and below:
βˆ(X) = t
a−1
−1 · · · ta`` · (tb),
where b is some constant (for fixed S) that tends to 1 as [X] → X¯ (i.e. as
S gets closer to X¯).
We now aim to estimate the partial derivatives of the components of
P . We will use the usual o(·) and O(·) notations to denote constants that
are asymptotically smaller than, respectively, smaller than or equal to, the
argument (in the limit as all parameters tend towards their values at the
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boundary point X¯). The implied constants will depend only on X¯ (not on
S).
First we need estimates on how the perturbed periods vary. At the
boundary, the perturbed period is just a fixed translate of the corresponding
relative period, which implies that
∂γperti
∂si
∣∣∣
X¯
= 1, for i 6= 1, and ∂γ
pert
i
∂sj
∣∣∣
X¯
= 0,
for i 6= j. Since γperti is a holomorphic function, it follows that at any X for
which [X] ∈ S.
∂γperti
∂si
= 1 + o(1), for i 6= 1,
∂γperti
∂sj
= o(1), for i 6= j.
Also, since γperti is holomorphic, we have
∂γperti
∂t
= O(1).
Now we proceed to estimate the partial derivatives of components of P ,
evaluated at a point X for which [X] ∈ S:
• For i 6= 1:
∂
∂si
γˆi
γˆ1
=
∂
∂si
γperti + ci + tfi + (t log t)gi + thi
γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1
=
(1 + o(1))
(
γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1
)
(γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1)
2
−
o(1)
(
γperti + ci + tfi + (t log t)gi + thi
)
(γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1)
2
=d+ o(1),
where d = 1
γpert1 (X¯)+c1
. Note that we can take γpert1 (X¯) + c1 to be non-
zero, since the disc removed for perturbed period coordinates is small,
so γpert1 (X¯) is close to γ1(X¯) = 1, and c1 can be taken to be small.
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• For i 6= j:
∂
∂si
γˆj
γˆ1
=
∂
∂si
γpertj + cj + tfj + (t log t)gj + thj
γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1
=
o(1)
(
γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1
)
(
γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1
)2
−
o(1)
(
γpertj + cj + tfj + (t log t)gj + thj
)
(
γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1
)2
=o(1).
• For any i:
∂
∂t
γˆi
γˆ1
=
∂
∂t
γperti + ci + tfi + (t log t)gi + thi
γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1
=
(O(1) +O(log t))
(
γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1
)
(γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1)
2
−
((O(1) +O(log t)))
(
γperti + ci + tfi + (t log t)gi + thi
)
(γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1)
2
=O(log t).
• For i 6= 1:
∂
∂si
βˆ
γˆ1
=
∂
∂si
bt
γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1
=
−o(1)bt(
γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1
)2
= o(t).
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• Finally:
∂
∂t
βˆ
γˆ1
=
∂
∂t
bt
γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1
=
b(γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1)− (O(1) +O(log t)) bt(
γpert1 + c1 + tf1 + (t log t)g1 + th1
)2
= d+ o(1),
where d = 1
γpert1 (X¯)+c1
, as in the first bullet above (recall also that
b→ 1).
Putting the above computations together, we get the following estimate
for the derivative of P :
DP =

d+ o(1) O(log t)
. . .
...
d+ o(1) O(log t)
o(t) · · · o(t) d+ o(1)
 ,
where all blank entries are o(1).
The idea for the remainder of the proof is as follows. Notice that for t
small, the above matrix has non-zero determinant (all products, except the
product of diagonal entries, are O (t log t), which goes to 0 as t → 0). If
DP were close to a fixed invertible matrix, then we can get injectivity by
integrating the derivative and using the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus.
However, the O(log t) entries in the above can blow up as t → 0. The
solution is to divide into two cases. In (I) we assume that the values t′, t′′
for X ′, X ′′ have quite different magnitudes and then directly show that Pn
takes different values. In (II) we assume that t′, t′′ have somewhat similar
magnitudes, in which case the relevant values of DP are in fact close to a
fixed invertible matrix and so we can use the integration argument.
So we consider two cases:
(I) Suppose |t′′|/|t′| /∈ [1/2, 2]. We can assume without loss of generality
that |t′| > 2|t′′|. In this case, we don’t need the derivative estimate.
Note that
|Pn(X ′)| =
∣∣∣∣∣ bt′γpert1 (X ′) + r1t′ log t′ + t′c1
∣∣∣∣∣ > 0.9|t′| |b||γpert1 (X¯)| > 1.8|t′′| |b||γpert1 (X¯)| ,
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when V (hence t′) is small. Similar estimates give |Pn(X ′′)| < 1.1|t′′| |b||γpert1 (X¯)|
for V small, so Pn(X
′) 6= Pn(X ′′), and we are done.
(II) Suppose |t′′|/|t′| ∈ [1/2, 2]. We will consider the directional derivative
in the direction v = (v1, . . . , vn−1, τ)T . Multiplying by the matrix
above gives the following expressions for the directional derivatives of
the component functions of P :
∇v(Pi) = dvi + o(1) max
i
|vi|+ τ ·O(log t), for i = 1, . . . , n− 1,
∇v(Pn) = o(t) max
i
|vi|+ τ(d+ o(1)).
Now PV is a convex region (with respect to the analytic coordinates),
and hence S is also convex. So we can connect X ′, X ′′ by a straight
line segment L lying in S (and L has non-zero length, since X ′, X ′′
have different analytic coordinates). Let v be the direction of this
segment.
Note that for every surface X on the segment L, the value of the t
parameter is within a factor of 2 in absolute value from |t′|, since t lies
in a sector of angle at most pi/4, by conditions (iii) and (iv) in Section
3.1. (The distance from 0 to t is a convex function along the line
connecting t′, t′′, so |t| ≤ max(|t′|, |t′′|) ≤ 2|t′|. If the triangle formed
by 0, t′, t′′ is obtuse, then |t| is monotone along the segment connecting
t′, t′′, and hence |t| ≥ min(|t′|, |t′′|) ≥ |t′|/2. If the triangle is acute,
then |t| ≤ |t′| cos θ1 for some θ ∈ [0, pi/4], so |t| ≥ |t′|
√
2/2 ≥ |t′|/2.)
We now break into two further subcases depending on the size of
maxi |vi|, which we take to be |vj |:
(a) |vj |  |τ ||t′| . We then get
∇v(Pn)|X = o(t)|vj |+ τ(d+ o(1)) = o(2t′)|vj |+ τ(d+ o(1))
= τ(d+ o(1)).
More precisely, the above means that for each κ > 0, there is
some constant c > 0 such that if |vj | < c τ|t′| , then∣∣∇v(Pn)|X − dτ ∣∣ < κ|dτ |. (5)
In particular, we can take the constant c for κ = 1/2. This c
depends on the implied constant in o(·) above (which depends on
X¯, but not on S).
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(b) |vj |  |τ | · | log t′|. Then
∇v(Pj)|X = dvj + o(1)|vj |+ τ ·O(log 2t′) = vj(d+ o(1)).
More precisely, the above means that for each κ > 0, there is
some constant C > 0 such that if |vj | > Cτ | log t′|, then∣∣∇v(Pj)|X − dvj∣∣ < κ|dvj |. (6)
In particular, we can take the constant C for κ = 1/2. This C
depends on the implied constant in O(·) above (which depends
on X¯, but not on S).
We now choose  in the definition of V in Section 3.1 small depending
on the constants c, C above. Specifically, we take  such that |·log | <
c/C (note that the LHS goes to zero as → 0) for the pair (c, C) that
we get in the above for κ = 1/2. Note that c, C depend only on X¯,
not S. Since X ′ ∈ V , we have that |t′| < , hence |t′| · | log t′| < c/C,
which means Cτ | log t′| < c τ|t′| , and so the subcases (a) and (b) cover
all possibilites for |vj |.
Now define z, k as follows. In case (a), we take z = dτ and k = n.
In case (b), take z = dvj and k = j (if |vj | falls into both cases,
choose one arbitrarily). Note that z 6= 0, since some vi or τ must be
non-zero (and d 6= 0), and then the inequality for (a) or (b) implies
that z is also non-zero. Consider the open half-plane H in C whose
boundary is the line through the origin perpendicular to z. From the
inequalities (5) or (6) above, we get that ∇v(Pk)|X lies in H for all
X ∈ L. Then by the Fundamental Theorem of Calculus, the difference
Pk(X
′′) − Pk(X ′) can be expressed as an integral of ∇v(Pk)|X over
the segment S. Since the integrand lies in H, and H is closed under
addition, we get that Pk(X
′′) − Pk(X ′) ∈ H. In particular it is non-
zero, hence P (X ′) 6= P (X ′′), and we are done.
Case 3: ` is not an integer (i.e. the lowest effective level where the two
surfaces differ comes from a degenerating cylinder).
Here we must understand the period of a curve crossing the degenerating
cylinder that witnesses the effective level.
Let j = `−1/2. All the moduli parameters for the level subsurfaces X¯(j)
and below are the same for X ′, X ′′. For the scaling parameters, we have
t′i = t
′′
i for i ≤ j − 1. By assumption, there is some degenerating cylinder
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at level j for which the parameter values t′, t′′ for X ′, X ′′, are different. On
surfaces obtained from X¯(j) by smoothing out the horizontal node, we can
define a relative homology class α that crosses this cylinder once. We extend
α downwards to a relative homology class αˆ on smooth surfaces in V , and
we can do this in such a way that αˆ does not cross any other degenerating
cylinders (as in Case 2). We take γ1 to be the class on X¯
(j) that has period
1 on all surfaces near X¯ in the boundary stratum. This can be extended
downwards to a relative homology class γˆ1 on smooth surfaces in V .
In the plumbing construction to smooth the horizontal node, plumbing
is performed on the discs of radius 1 in standard coordinates centered at
the nodes. The class αˆ can be decomposed into a piece that lies outside
this disc; the period of this piece does not depend on t. There is also
a portion that crosses the plumbing region. The period here is equal to∫ √t
1
r
udu = (r/2) log t, where r is the residue at the simple pole. Since we
are working in a sector, log can be consistently defined.
We then get
αˆ(X ′)
γˆ1(X ′)
=
(t′−1)a−1 · · · (t′j)aj (c+ (r/2) log t′)
(t′−1)a−1 · · · (t′j)ajd
=
c+ (r/2) log t′
d
,
αˆ(X ′′)
γˆ1(X ′′)
=
(t′′−1)a−1 · · · (t′′j )aj (c+ (r/2) log t′′)
(t′′−1)a−1 · · · (t′′j )ajd
=
c+ (r/2) log t′′
d
.
It is crucial in the above that c, r, d are the same for X ′, X ′′; this is because
these depend only on moduli parameters at level j and below, and level
scaling parameters for level j − 1 and below, and all these parameters are
the same for X ′, X ′′.
So, since we are assuming that t′ 6= t′′, we get αˆ(X′)γˆ1(X′) 6=
αˆ(X′′)
γˆ1(X′′) , and we
are done.

4 Intersecting V with M
We now introduce the affine invariant manifoldM into the picture. Our goal
is to show thatM intersects each period coordinate chart V constructed in
Section 3.1 nicely. We will use the following deep result of Filip.
Theorem 4.1 ([Fil16]). Any affine invariant manifoldM is a quasi-projective
subvariety of H.
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Corollary 4.2. PM is a semianalytic subset of PH, thought of as a real-
analytic orbifold.
Proof. This would be easier if PH was a projective algebraic variety; however
this is currently unknown. Instead, we will use
(i) the fact that we have available the Incidence Variety Compactification
PHIVC of PH [BCG+18], which is a projective variety, and
(ii) there is a surjective map pi : PH → PHIVC that is a complex-analytic
(hence real-analytic) map of orbifolds. See [BCG+19, Theorem 1.2 (6)
and Theorem 1.6].
By Theorem 4.1, PM is a quasi-projective subvariety of PHIVC. In
fact, PM = W − Z, where W is the Zariski closure of PM in PHIVC, and
Z = PHIVC − PH, which is also an algebraic variety. Then, thought of as a
subset of PH, we have
PM = pi−1(PM) = pi−1(W )− pi−1(Z).
Since W,Z are both algebraic varieties in the IVC, their preimages under
the real-analytic map pi are real-analytic varieties, and hence their difference
is semianalytic. 
The following basic facts give finiteness of components of semianalytic
sets.
Fact 4.3. Let S be a semianalytic subset of a real-analytic orbifold M . Then
for any p ∈M , and W ′ a neighborhood of p in M , we can pass to a smaller
neighborhood W ⊂W ′, p ∈W , such that W ∩S has finitely many connected
components.
Proof. This is proved in [BM88, proof of Corollary 2.7] for the case when
M is a real-analytic manifold. The generalization to orbifolds is straightfor-
ward. See also [Kan11, Theorem 6.4, part (7)] for a related statement. 
Fact 4.4. Let M be a compact real-analytic orbifold, and let S ⊂ M be a
semianalytic subset. Then S has finitely many components.
Proof. By Fact 4.3, for each p ∈ M , we can find an open set Wp ⊂ M ,
p ∈Wp, such that Wp∩S is a union of finitely many connected sets. By com-
pactness of M , we can cover M by finitely many of these, say Wp1 , . . . ,Wpk .
So S is a union of finitely many connected sets, and it follows that it has
finitely many connected components. 
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We now apply the above facts to V ∩M.
Lemma 4.5 (Finite intersections). The intersection of the smooth locus
M∗ ⊂ M with each set V from Section 3.1 has finitely many connected
components.
Proof. First we show that PV ∩ PM∗ has finitely many components. By
Lemma 3.3, PV is a semianalytic subset of PH. By Corollary 4.2, PM is a
semianalytic subset of PH, and hence PM∗ also is (since the singular locus
of variety is a subvariety). Thus the intersection PV ∩PM∗ is semianalytic.
Finiteness of components then follows by applying Fact 4.4.
The connected components of V ∩ M∗ are in bijection with those of
PV ∩ PM∗, hence also finite. 
We now show that, in our volume estimation problem, µM can be re-
placed by a finite sum of linear measures on subspacesW , andM-independence
of saddle connections can be replaced by W -independence, defined below.
Fix a period coordinate chart Q ⊂ H, and W a subset of Q given by
pulling back a single linear subspace from Cn. Let W 1 ⊂W be the locus of
unit area surfaces. We define
LW1,...,k := {X ∈W 1 : X has W -independent saddle connections s1, . . . , sk with |si| ≤ i}.
Here a collection of saddle connections on X ∈ W is said to be W -
independent if their relative homology classes define linearly independent
functionals on W .
We define a measure µW on Q to be the natural Lebesgue measure on
the linear subspace W (we can pick an arbitrary normalization). Let µ1W
be the corresponding measure supported on the unit area locus W 1, i.e. for
any measurable subset S ⊂ Q1,
µ1W (S) := µW ({sX : X ∈ S, 0 ≤ s ≤ 1}) .
Lemma 4.6 (Finitely many subspaces). Fix a V from Section 3.1 satisfying
Lemma 3.6, and an affine invariant submanifold M. There exist finitely
many linear subspaces W1, . . . ,Wj ⊂ V , and a constant C, such that for
any 1, . . . , k > 0,
µ1M
(
LM1,...,k ∩ V
) ≤ C ·∑
`
µ1W`
(
LW`1,...,k
)
.
Proof. By Lemma 4.5 (Finite intersections), the smooth locusM∗ intersects
V in finitely many components N1, . . . , Nj . Now, by the definition of an
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affine invariant manifold, locally near a point of N`, we have thatM∗ agrees
with a linear subspace W` ⊂ V since V is a period coordinate chart, by
Lemma 3.6. Furthermore, the measures µM and µW` agree locally, up to a
constant scaling factor C`. The subset of N` where N` agrees locally with
W` is open and closed in N`. Since N` is connected, this means that this
set of local agreement is all of N`. Hence N` ⊂ W`. And near points in
N`, the measures µM and µW` agree up to the factor C`, and furthermore
the notion of saddle connections being M-independent coincides with the
notion of W`-independence at such points. Hence
µ1M
(
LM1,...,k ∩N`
) ≤ C` · µ1W` (LW`1,...,k) .
Using these observations, and the fact that µM(M−M∗) = 0, we get that
µ1M
(
LM1,...,k ∩ V
) ≤∑
`
µ1M
(
LM1,...,k ∩N`
) ≤∑
`
C` · µ1W`
(
LW`1,...,k
)
,
and we get the desired result by taking C = C1 + · · ·+ C`.

5 Local volume bound
Below is the key local (near a boundary point) result needed to prove The-
orem 1.3
Proposition 5.1 (Local volume bound). Let X¯ ∈ PH. Then there exists a
small neighborhood U ⊂ PH containing X¯ and a constant C such that
µ1M(L
M
1,...,k
∩ p−1(U)) ≤ C21 · · · 2k,
for any 1, . . . , k > 0.
First we will develop the necessary tools to understand the relationship
between short saddle connections and the structure of the boundary point
X¯. This culminates in Lemma 5.7, which is the above estimate but for a
single linear subspace W in the period coordinate chart V . Then in Section
5.5 we will combine this estimate with Lemma 4.6 (Finitely many subspaces)
to prove the above proposition.
We will work with surfaces X in a period coordinate chart V from Section
3.1 that covers part of a neighborhood of a boundary point X¯. We need to
understand where the short saddle connections on X are in terms of data
from X¯. One challenge is understanding the interaction of degenerating
cylinders with small subsurfaces.
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5.1 Sizes of subsurfaces and orderings
Recall that the boundary point X¯ has level subsurfaces X¯(i) consisting of
all those components at level i. Each of these corresponds to a subsurface of
each X ∈ V , defined up to isotopy. For each horizontal node (corresponding
to a pair of simple poles) there is a degenerating cylinder on X, which is
also a subsurface defined up to isotopy.
Let S be the union of the set of the level subsurfaces and the set of de-
generating cylinders. Each element of S is a topological subsurface, defined
up to homotopy. Once we have chosen a particular X ∈ V , we can talk
about a definite size of each element of S:
Definition 5.2 (Size). Given a surface X ∈ V , we define sizeX(Y ) of an
element Y ∈ S to be
(i)
∣∣ta−1−1 · · · taii ∣∣ if Y is the level i subsurface X¯(i); this is the magnitude of
the scaling parameter in the plumbing construction for the projective
class of X (see Section 2.2.2.2)
(ii)
∣∣log |t| · ta−1−1 · · · taii ∣∣ if Y is a degenerating cylinder with horizontal node
parameter t whose circumference lies at level i (this is approximately
the width of the cylinder, since the 1/u pole of the differential con-
tributes (log u)|
√
t
1 to the integral of the curve crossing the annulus
where the plumbing happens).
Ordering of subsurfaces. We wish to use the structure of the boundary
point X¯ to understand something about the relative size of saddle connec-
tions on surfaces X ∈ V . There is a natural ordering on the set of level
subsurfaces, just given by the level. If there are no degenerating cylinders,
the ordering induced on saddle connections from their level roughly agrees
with the orderings of their lengths on surfaces in V . However, for saddle
connections that cross degenerating cylinders at lower levels the situation is
more complicated.
We wish to extend the ordering on level subsurfaces to an order on all of
S, including the degenerating cylinders. Since the expression in (ii) above
contains both large terms (| log |t||), and small terms (the others), the limit
point X¯ does not by itself tell us about the relative magnitudes of degener-
ating cylinder cross curves compared to other subsurfaces of X. Thus, we
have several possible orderings compatible with a given X¯; however, since
there are only finitely many, our strategy will be to do a separate volume
computation for each ordering, and then take a sum.
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Let O denote the set of total orderings  on S that restrict to the natural
ordering on the level subsurfaces and have the additional property that if
C is a degenerating cylinder and X¯(i) is the level subsurface at which the
circumference of C lies, then C  X¯(i).
We say that an ordering ∈ O is consistent with X if for any Y1, Y2 ∈ S
with Y1  Y2 we have that sizeX(Y1) ≥ sizeX(Y2). For each X, there is at
least one ∈ O that is consistent with X.
Given a relative integral homology class γ on surfaces in V , we define
the level of γ with respect to ∈ O to be the minimal Y ∈ S with respect to
 such that γ has a representative that does not intersect any subsurfaces
Y ′ with Y ′  Y . Here we consider those representatives of γ that are unions
of oriented arcs/curves (such a representative always exists).
We will call a degenerating cylinder -wide if it is -greater than any
level subsurface.
5.2 Lemmas controlling periods
In this section we prove bounds on the periods of various homology classes
in terms of the sizes of the subsurfaces that they intersect. Here we are
only interested in coarse bounds (constant factors do not matter). Parts of
these lemmas could be proven using the more delicate estimates in Section
3.3 (though the estimates there do not handle homology classes crossing de-
generating cylinders). Since this precision is not necessary for our purposes
here, we do not make use of those more precise estimates in this section.
Our first lemma states that the period of a relative homology class is
coarsely bounded above by the size of its level. A similar estimate has been
used recently by Chen-Wright [CW19, Theorem 8.1].
Lemma 5.3 (Period bounds). For γ a relative (integral) homology class
defined on the surfaces in V , there exists a constant C > 0 with the following
property. Fix X ∈ V of area 1. Let ∈ O be consistent with X, and let Y
be the level of γ with respect to . Then
|γ(X)| ≤ C · sizeX(Y ).
Proof. Since X is in V , there is some C-rescaling X ′ = αX = (M,ω) that
is the distinguished surface coming from the plumbing construction. We
will work with this X ′ and then compare to X at the end. By definition,
sizeX(Y ) = sizeX′(Y ) for any subsurface Y ∈ S.
The underlying Riemann surface M can be decomposed into pieces corre-
sponding to elements of S. For a level subsurface X¯(i) in S, the correspond-
ing piece of M is very close to the complement of a fixed small neighborhood
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Figure 6: Neighborhoods of nodes of X¯ are replaced by plumbing annuli
and degenerating cylinders to get X.
of the nodes in X¯(i). For a degenerating cylinder C in S whose circumfer-
ence lies at level i, the corresponding piece of M is an annulus. These pieces
do not quite cover all of M ; there are also plumbing annuli for the nodes
connecting level subsurfaces. See Figure 6.
Now for γ, choose representative curves/arcs (which we will also call
γ) on the surfaces in V that exhibit the level Y of γ, as defined above in
Section 5.1. The intersection of γ with a piece of M that corresponds to
a level subsurface can be taken to be a fixed arc. Because of the way V
was defined in terms of restrictions on the plumbing coordinates, γ winds
around each plumbing annulus a bounded number of times (with the bound
only depending on the boundary point X¯, not X). See Figure 7.
Now we consider the restriction of the differential ω to the pieces of M .
Level subsurface:
On a piece Zˆ of X ′ corresponding to the level subsurface Z = X¯(i), the
restriction of ω gives a translation surface that is close to a piece of X¯(i)
scaled by t
a−1
−1 · · · taii . The (small) discrepancy between the period of γ on Zˆ
versus on Z (suitably rescaled) is caused by:
(i) Moduli parameters. This error has order at most
∣∣ta−1−1 · · · taii ∣∣.
(ii) Modification differential(s) coming from residues of poles on lower com-
ponents, and the remerging of zeros. The order of the contribution
from a modification differential added to account for residue on X¯(j)
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is at most ∣∣∣ta−1−1 · · · taii · tai−1i−1 · · · tajj ∣∣∣ = o (∣∣ta−1−1 · · · taii ∣∣) .
It follows that the restriction of γ to such a piece has period bounded above
by a constant multiple of
∣∣ta−1−1 · · · taii ∣∣, which equals sizeX(Z).
Degenerating cylinder:
On a piece Cˆ of X ′ corresponding to a degenerating cylinder C ∈ S with
parameter t whose circumference lies at level i, the restriction of ω gives a
cylinder of width on the order of
∣∣log |t| · ta−1−1 · · · taii ∣∣ and circumference on
the order of
∣∣ta−1−1 · · · taii ∣∣. We saw above that γ winds arounds the cylinder
a bounded number of times, so the restriction of γ to the cylinder has pe-
riod bounded above by a constant multiple of
∣∣log |t| · ta−1−1 · · · taii ∣∣, which is
sizeX(C).
Plumbing annulus:
Finally, consider a plumbing annulus A such that the higher adjacent
piece Zˆ corresponds to the level subsurface Z = X¯(i), while the lower adja-
cent piece is the level subsurface X¯(j). There are two contributions to the
period of γ restricted to A:
(i) Winding around the annulus. As discussed above, the winding happens
only a bounded number of times. The contribution to the period is of
order at most |ta−1−1 · · · taii |.
(ii) Crossing the annulus. In the general case where there are non-zero
residues (and hence modification differentials), the total contribution
is at most
O
(∣∣ta−1−1 · · · taii ∣∣) .
Included in the above is the contribution from the modification differ-
ential itself, which is order at most∣∣∣ta−1−1 · · · taii · (tai−1i−1 · · · tajj log ∣∣∣tai−1/bi−1 · · · taj/bj ∣∣∣)∣∣∣ = o (∣∣ta−1−1 · · · taii ∣∣) .
Hence the total contribution to γ from A is of order at most |ta−1−1 · · · taii | =
sizeX(Z).
We have now seen that for all the pieces of X ′, if γ intersects that piece,
the period over the intersection is bounded above by a constant multiple of
sizeX(Z) for some Z ∈ S that γ also intersects. Since γ is a curve/arc that
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Figure 7: The two annuli are glued together, with the circles of radius
√|t|
being glued to one another. The two points labeled x get identified. The red
segments form the part of a curve that crosses the degenerating cylinder.
exhibits that its relative homology class is at level Y , any such Z satisfies
Z ≺ Y . And since  is consistent with X (and X ′), it follows that the
period of each such intersection is bounded above by a constant multiple of
sizeX(Y ). Putting all the parts of γ together gives
|γ(X ′)| ≤ C · sizeX(Y ), (7)
For some constant C depending only on X¯. Now we claim that the α from
the beginning of the proof is bounded below in magnitude, with the bound
depending only on X¯. This follows from the fact that the area of X ′ = αX
is at least (approximately) the area of the differential η0 on the top level
subsurface X¯(0), which is bounded below, while X is assumed to have area
1. We then get from (7) that
|γ(X)| ≤ 1|α| |γ(X
′)| ≤ C · sizeX(Y ),
for some new choice of C, completing the proof.

Our next lemma allows us to control the period of a curve that crosses a
single degenerating cylinder. This period is potentially large. But we show
that if we fix the period of the circumference curve of the cylinder, then the
period of the crossing curve lies in a rectangle in C of bounded area.
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Figure 8: The result of plumbing together the annuli in Figure 7.
Lemma 5.4 (Cylinder bounds). Let β be a relative (integral) homology class
defined on the surfaces in V with the following properties:
(i) β has a representative that crosses exactly one closed curve γ that is the
core curve of a degenerating cylinder. We let Y be the level subsurface
containing γ.
(ii) β has a representative such that the level subsurfaces which the repre-
sentative intersects all lie at or below the level of Y .
Then there exists a family of rectangles R(w) ⊂ C, w ∈ C, of area bounded
above by some R (depending on X¯ and β, but not on X), with the following
property. For any X ∈ V of area 1, we have
β(X) ∈ R(γ(X)).
Furthermore, the rectangles have the property that sR(w) ⊂ R(sw) for any
w and 0 < s ≤ 1.
Proof. The set R(w) will be a bounded neighborhood of a rectangle of fixed
area that gets longer and thinner as w gets smaller.
As in the proof of Lemma 5.3 (Period bounds), we divide up X into
pieces corresponding to elements of S, and then take the intersection of
β with these pieces. Let β′ be the piece that crosses the cylinder with
circumference γ, and let β′′ be the remaining part of β. See Figure 7 and
Figure 8.
To control β′, we can assume that the situation is as in Figure 7, where
the differential on the left is given by γ(X)2pii
du
u , and on the right by −γ(X)2pii dvv
(since γ is the cylinder circumference curve, the residues of the simple poles
are ±γ(X)). We assume for notational simplicity that γ(X) is purely imag-
inary. In the figure, β′ consists of the red arcs that intersect the shaded
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annuli. There are two contributions to β′. The first, which we call β1 is
composed of the two straight segments connecting the circles of radii 1 and√|t|, on either side of the nodes. The second, β2, is an arc of the circle of
radius
√
t. We see that Re(β′(X)) = β1(X) and i · Im(β′(X)) = β2(X). The
height of the cylinder is approximately |β1(X)|, so its area is approximately
|γ(X)| · |β1(X)|. Since this must be less than 1, we have
|β1(X)| ≤ 1/|γ(X)|.
To bound β2(X), we note that β2 winds around the circle at most once
(because of the way V was defined in terms of restrictions of plumbing
coordinates). Suppose its endpoint is at angle ρ ∈ [0, 2pi]. Then
β2(X) =
∫
β2
γ(X)
2pii
du
u
=
γ(X)
2pi
∫ ρ
0
dθ =
γ(X)
2pi
ρ.
Thus we have that Re(β′(X)) = β1(X) is a real number of magnitude
at most 1/|γ(X)|, while Im(β′(X)) = β2(X) is a purely imaginary number
of magnitude at most |γ(X)|. Thus β′(X) lies in a rectangle one of whose
sides has length 2|γ(X)|, and the other length 2/|γ(X)|.
Now we bound the remaining piece β′′. Let X ′ = αX be the surface in
the projective class of X that is produced in the plumbing construction. By
assumption β′′ lies on level subsurfaces at or below the level Y . Arguing
as in Lemma 5.3 (Period bounds), we see that |β′′(X)| ≤ C sizeX(Y ). Now
sizeX(Y ) is very close to a constant multiple of γ(X
′), since γ lies at level
Y . Hence |β′′(X ′)| ≤ C ′|γ(X ′)|, where C ′ is a constant depending on β (and
X¯). Since X is just a rescaling of X ′, we get
|β′′(X)| ≤ C ′|γ(X)|.
Finally, by combing the estimates for β′(X) and β′′(X), we see that their
sum β(X) must lie in a modest enlargement of the rectangle discussed above
for β′. The sides have length (2+2C ′)|γ(X)| and 2/|γ(X)|+2C ′|γ(X)|. We
take R(γ(X)) to be this rectangle. For γ(X) small, which is the relevant
regime, the area of this rectangle is bounded by some R depending only on
C ′. The property sR(w) ⊂ R(sw) holds for any w and 0 < s ≤ 1.

The next lemma bounds the length of a saddle connection from below in
terms of the period of any fixed relative homology class that lies at or below
the level of the saddle connection.
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Lemma 5.5 (Saddle connection bounds). For γ a relative homology class
defined on the surfaces in V , there exists a constant c > 0 with the following
property. Fix X ∈ V . Let ∈ O be consistent with X, and let Y be the level
of γ with respect to . Let s be a saddle connection on X whose relative
homology class has level at least Y . Then
|s(X)| ≥ c · |γ(X)|.
Proof. Since the desired inequality is invariant under scaling X, we can
assume that X is the distinguished surface in the projective equivalence
produced by the plumbing construction.
Define the injectivity radius inj(Y ) of a subsurface Y (with boundary)
of a translation surface to be the infimum of flat length over all curves/arcs
(arcs are allowed to have endpoints at singular points or on the boundary)
that cannot be homotoped (rel endpoints) to lie in the boundary.
As in the proof of Lemma 5.3 (Period bounds), we divide up X into
pieces corresponding to elements of S, together with plumbing annuli.
We claim that
|s(X)| ≥ inj(Zˆ), (8)
for some subsurface Zˆ ⊂ X corresponding to an element Z ∈ S with Z 
Y . In fact, by the definition of level of a relative homology class, s must
intersect a subsurface Z ∈ S of level at least Y in a curve/arc that cannot
be homotoped rel endpoints to lie in subsurfaces at smaller levels. Hence
the length of s on X must be at least the injectivity radius of Zˆ.
Now we claim that
inj(Zˆ) ≥ c′ · sizeX(Z), (9)
where c′ is a constant depending only on X¯. In fact, if we remove fixed
size neighborhoods from the nodes of Z as in the plumbing construction,
the resulting surface with boundary has some non-zero injectivity radius r.
We then obtain Zˆ from this by scaling by the parameter t
a−1
−1 · · · taii , adding
a small modification differential, and then merging zeros. The latter two
operations only change the injectivity radius by a small amount, so the
injectivity radius of Zˆ is close to r · |ta−1−1 · · · taii |, and |ta−1−1 · · · taii | is exactly
sizeX(Z), so (9) follows.
Now Z was chosen such that Z  Y , and since X is assumed to be
-consistent, we have
sizeX(Z) ≥ sizeX(Y ). (10)
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Finally, a direct application of Lemma 5.3 (Period bounds) gives that
sizeX(Y ) ≥ 1
C
· |γ(X)|. (11)
Stringing together the inequalities (8), (9), (10), (11) gives the desired
inequality, for some c depending only on X¯.

5.3 Choosing a basis
In this section we describe how to choose a basis of H1(X,Σ;Z), for surfaces
X ∈ V , that is adapted to the surfaces in V in the sense that homology
classes living on smaller subsurfaces will generally come earlier in the basis.
The basis will depend on an ordering ∈ O of subsurfaces S.
Given Z ∈ S, we define HZ ⊂ H1(X,Σ;C) to be the span of all elements
γ ∈ H1(X,Σ;Z) that lie at level  Z.
Lemma 5.6 (Basis). Fix an ordering ∈ O. There is a basis α1, . . . , αm′
for H1(X,Σ;C) consisting of integral classes with the following properties.
(i) For each Z a basis for the vector space HZ is given by α1, . . . , αj for
some j.
(ii) The number of crossings of each αi with the set of -wide cylinder
circumference curves is at most 1.
(iii) If αi intersects a -wide cylinder circumference γ, then αi has a rep-
resentative such that the level subsurfaces which the representative in-
tersects lie at or below the level of γ (of course αi also crosses the
cylinder, which may be at a higher level, but the cylinder is not a level
subsurface).
Proof. Begin by choosing an integral basis for HX¯(−N) (note that for any
∈ O, X¯(−N) is always the ≺-smallest element of S). Then continue by
appending elements that together with the previously added elements give
a basis for HZ , where Z is the second ≺-smallest element of S. Continue
in this manner through Z = X¯(0), the largest level subsurface. None of the
αi added up to this point will cross -wide cylinder circumference curves,
so (ii) and (iii) are satisfied for these αi.
By definition of -wide, every Z with Z  X¯(0) is a -wide cylinder.
Each -wide cylinder joins two components, possibly equal. We can find
zeros of the differential by moving to either side of the cylinder and then
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moving down level subsurfaces until we come to a locally minimal compo-
nent in the level graph (such a component must have a zero). We connect
these zeros (which might coincide), giving a relative homology class αi that
satisfies (ii) and (iii). We add this αi to the basis. We do this one by
one for each new -wide cylinder cross curve whose circumference curve is
independent of the current basis elements. 
5.4 Volume for a single linear subspace
Using the lemmas established in the previous two sections, we can now prove
the volume estimate for a single linear subspace.
Lemma 5.7 (Volume for single linear subspace). Let W be a linear subspace
of a V from Section 3.1. Then
µ1W
(
LW1,...,k
)
= O(21 · · · 2k).
Proof. Our first goal is to choose a basis for linear functionals on W which
we will use to do the volume estimation. Fix an ordering , and use Lemma
5.6 (Basis) to choose a basis α1, . . . , αm′ for H1(X,Σ;C) satisfying the three
conditions given by that lemma.
The choice of {αi} basis above was made independently of the subspace
W . Now extract a basis {β1, . . . , βm} ⊂ {α1, . . . , αm′} for W ∗ as follows. Let
β1 = α1, and suppose we have chosen β1, . . . , βj . Take βj+1 to be αi, where
i is the smallest index such that αi, β1, . . . , βj give linearly independent
functionals on the subspace W . Continue doing this until no additional αi
can be added satisfying the conditions. Note that by construction, for each
Z ∈ S the subspace of W ∗ given by elements of HZ has basis β1, . . . , βj
for some j.
Our next goal is to show that certain sets defined by inequalities on the
βi functionals contain all the surfaces in L
W
1,...,k
that are -consistent.
We claim that if X is -consistent, and X ∈ LW1,...,k , then there exist
distinct indices φ(1), . . . , φ(k) ∈ {1, . . . , k} such that X is in the set
Bφ,1,...,k :=
{
X ′ ∈W 1 : X ′ is  -consistent,
|βφ(1)(X ′)| ≤ 1/c, . . . , |βφ(k)(X ′)| ≤ k/c
}
,
where c is the constant from Lemma 5.5 (Saddle connection bounds). In fact,
by definition of LW1,...,k , such an X must have saddle connections s1, . . . , sk
that are W -independent and such that |si(X)| ≤ i. Because of the way the
βi were chosen, for each si we can find an element of βφ(i) such that
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(a) the level of si (with respect to ) is at least that of βφ(i), and
(b) all the φ(i) are distinct.
(Concretely, if the si are in increasing order in terms of level, we can simply
take φ(i) = i; otherwise, the situation is just a permutation of this). Now by
Lemma 5.5 (Saddle connection bounds), we have i ≥ |si(X)| ≥ c|βφ(i)(X)|,
so X is in the set Bφ,1,...,k .
Our goal now is to establish the inclusion (15) below, which we will
then use to estimate the volume of Bφ,1,...,k . The definition of B
φ,
1,...,k gives
bounds on β1, . . . , βk; we now control the rest of the βi for X
′ that are -
consistent. Roughly, some of these βi do not cross any -wide cylinders;
for these βi, the absolute value is bounded. The remaining βi can be long
because they cross -wide cylinders, but nevertheless, after fixing the other
periods, such a βi lies in a set of bounded area.
To formalize the above, we find the index ` such that all βi with i ≤ ` lie
at or below level X¯(0) and all βi with i > ` lie above level X¯
(0) (and hence
cross -wide cylinders).
First consider the βi for i ≤ `. Using Lemma 5.3 (Period bounds) and the
fact that, over surfaces in V , the size of any level subsurface is bounded from
above, we get that there exists a K such that for any X ′ ∈ W 1 consistent
with ,
|βi(X ′)| < K, (12)
when i ≤ `.
Next we consider βi for i > `. Such a βi crosses exactly one -wide cylin-
der circumference curve γi, and since (iii) of Lemma 5.6 (Basis) also holds,
all hypotheses of Lemma 5.4 (Cylinder bounds) are satisfied. Hence by that
lemma, βi(X
′) ∈ R(γi(X ′)), where R is a rectangle of area at most R. Now
there is some linear function fi such that γi(X
′) = fi(β1(X ′), . . . , β`(X ′))
for all X ′ ∈W 1. Let Ri(z1, . . . , z`) := R(fi(z1, . . . , z`)). So
βi(X
′) ∈ Ri(β1(X ′), . . . , β`(X ′)), (13)
when i > `. Furthermore, by the inclusion property given by Lemma 5.4
(Cylinder bounds), for any s ≤ 1,
sRi(z1, . . . , z`) ⊂ Ri(sz1, . . . , sz`)). (14)
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Now putting the cases (12) and (13) together yields the desired inclusion:
Bφ,1,...,k ⊂{X ′ ∈W 1 : |βφ(1)(X ′)| ≤ 1/c, . . . , |βφ(k)(X ′)| ≤ k/c,
|βk+1(X ′)| ≤ K, . . . , |β`(X ′)| ≤ K,
β`+1(X
′) ∈ R`+1(β1(X ′), . . . , β`(X ′)), . . . , βj(X ′) ∈ Rj(β1(X ′), . . . , β`(X ′))}.
(15)
Now we can compute µW volume, up to a constant factor, by taking
standard Lebesgue volume λ on Cj with respect to any basis. In particular,
we can work with the basis z1, . . . , zj such that the β1, . . . , βj are the co-
ordinate functions with respect to this basis. We then compute using (15)
and (14):
µ1W (B
φ,
1,...,k
) =µW
({
sX ′ : 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, X ′ ∈ Bφ,1,...,k
})
≤λ({s(z1, . . . , zj) : 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, |zφ(1)| ≤ 1/c, . . . , |zφ(k)| ≤ k/c,
|zk+1|, . . . , |z`| ≤ K,
z`+1 ∈ R`+1(z1, . . . , z`), . . . , zj ∈ Rj(z1, . . . , z`)
})
=λ
({
s(z1, . . . , zj) : 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, |zφ(1)| ≤ 1/c, . . . , |zφ(k)| ≤ k/c,
|zk+1|, . . . , |z`| ≤ K,
sz`+1 ∈ sR`+1(z1, . . . , z`), . . . , szj ∈ sRj(z1, . . . , z`)})
≤λ({s(z1, . . . , zj) : 0 ≤ s ≤ 1, |szφ(1)| ≤ 1/c, . . . , |szφ(k)| ≤ k/c,
|szk+1|, . . . , |sz`| ≤ K,
sz`+1 ∈ R`+1(sz1, . . . , sz`), . . . , szj ∈ Rj(sz1, . . . , sz`)
})
=λ
({
(z1, . . . , zj) : |zφ(1)| ≤ 1/c, . . . , |zφ(k)| ≤ k/c,
|zk+1|, . . . , |z`| ≤ K,
z`+1 ∈ R`+1(z1, . . . , z`), . . . , zj ∈ Rj(z1, . . . , z`)
})
=
∫
B(1/c)
· · ·
∫
B(k/c)
∫
B(K)
· · ·
∫
B(K)∫
R`+1(z1,...,z`)
· · ·
∫
Rj(z1,...,z`)
dzj ∧ dz¯j · · · dz1 ∧ dz¯1
=O
(
21 · · · 2k ·K`−k ·Rj−`
)
=O
(
21 · · · 2k
)
.
Since every X ∈ LW1,...,k is in some Bφ,1,...,k for one of the finitely many
choices of (φ,), adding up the estimates above over all the (φ,) gives the
desired inequality. 
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5.5 Proof of local volume bound
In the previous section we established the volume bound for a single linear
subspace. We now combine this with the facts established in Section 3 to
prove Proposition 5.1 (Local volume bound).
Proof of Proposition 5.1 (Local volume bound). By Lemma 3.3, we get a fi-
nite collection of semianalytic sets PVi that cover U ∩ PH, where U is some
neighborhood of X¯ in PH. Hence p−1(U) ⊂ ⋃Vi, and so
µ1M
(
LM1,...,k ∩ p−1(U)
) ≤∑
i
µ1M
(
LM1,...,k ∩ Vi
)
.
Let {W`,i} be the finite collection of all the linear subspaces W` that we
get from applying Lemma 4.6 to each of the sets Vi. After summing, that
lemma gives ∑
i
µ1M
(
LM1,...,k ∩ Vi
) ≤ C ·∑
`,i
µ1W`,i
(
L
W`,i
1,...,k
)
,
for some constant C.
Then applying Lemma 5.7 to each subspace W`,i, we get∑
`,i
µ1W`,i
(
L
W`,i
1,...,k
)
= O(21 · · · 2k).
Combining the three inequalities above gives
µ1M
(
LM1,...,k ∩ p−1(U)
)
= O(21 · · · 2k),
as desired.

6 Proof of Theorem 1.3
To prove the main theorem, all that remains is to combine the local volume
estimate with compactness of PH.
Proof of Theorem 1.3 given Proposition 5.1 (Local volume bound). We define
an open cover {UX}X∈PH of PH as follows. For a boundary point X ∈
PH− PH, take UX to be the open set given by Proposition 5.1 (Local vol-
ume bound). For a point X ∈ PH, we take UX to be any open neighborhood
of X contained in some compact subset of PH.
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We have an open cover of the set PH, which is a compact space (Theorem
2.3). Thus there is a finite subcover UX1,, . . . , UXn . For the Xi in this list
that are in the boundary, we use the volume estimate given in Proposition
5.1 (Local volume bound). We take C ′ to be the maximum of the C’s given
by that proposition over the different Xi in the boundary. So for such i,
µ1M(p
−1(UXi) ∩ LM1,...,k) ≤ C ′21 · · · 2k.
For the Xi not in the boundary, UXi is contained in some compact set K, and
all surfaces in K have a uniform lower bound on saddle connection length.
Thus if any of the i are small, the above estimate automatically holds, since
the left hand side is zero. In the case where none of the i are small, we
can enlarge C ′ so that the estimate holds (we can do this without knowing
a priori that µ1M is a finite measure - in fact µ
1
M(p
−1(UXi)) ≤ µ1M(p−1(K))
which is finite, since µ1M is locally finite and p
−1(K) is compact). Since⋃
UXi contains PH, we have that
⋃
p−1(UXi) containsH. Adding everything
up gives
µ1M(L
M
1,...,k
) ≤ nC ′21 · · · 2k,

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